
 

Cavalier Symphony Orchestra 
Executive Board Meeting 

January 21, 2019 
 

Exec members present: Austin Brown, Ben Barton, Connor Amelung, Emily Anderson, 
Alexander Psaltis-Ivanis, Michael Hilzendeger, Hannah Reynolds, Kayla Fyock, Vivian Austin, 
Bita Golshani, Jenny Lim, Bill Zhang, Jack Hilles, Hannah Yee, and Ally Price. 
 
Shadowing members not also above: Kay Schlachter, Maddy Ross 
Non-exec members present: Caleb Calvert, Alex Kellum 
 

● President Austin Brown called the meeting to order at 5:04 pm. 
● Old Cabell concert (PDs) 

○ Stage capacity: 60-70 people 
■ We currently have 90-100 people in the orchestra. 

○ Selection process: 
■ Phil members + 4th-year musicians who are not part of Phil + “rest” 
■ To determine the “rest” category: 

● Option 1: Consult SLs & consider following qualifications: playing 
ability, enthusiasm for the concert, and availability 

● Option 2: First come first serve (which reflects enthusiasm 
anyway) -- DECISION 

● No filtering by year after giving seigniorage to the 4th years 
● The Performance Team’s role in this process will be discussed 

further later.  
○ Repertoire/ensembles: 

■ Core repertoire (~45 min): all Spring 2019 main repertoire + Across the 
Stars from Fall 2018 

● Across the Stars is an original arrangement! 
● Extra time required to add in Across the Stars -- currently, we 

have 2 extra rehearsals (2 hours each) scheduled to 
accommodate the Old Cabell concert. We’ll spend approximately 
1 hour during each rehearsal to prepare for Across the Stars. 

■ Chamber repertoire (~15-30 min): 
● Question: should we even have chamber groups play at this 

concert? We’ll have the chamber concert at the Chapel the 
following week. 

● Option: for chamber groups to play in the lobby prior to the start of 
the concert & the jazz group can play at the end as the audience 
leaves -- POPULAR DECISION 

○ Marketing (Bita): 
■ Ideas: chalking, flyering, painting Beta Bridge, making the banner for the 

Amphitheater (need to make a reservation at SAC), partnering with other 



 

groups (ex. UPC, class council), having an open CSO event, asking 
music professors to advertise in their classes, advertising to other music 
groups, and having an internal raffle 

■ Other ideas: submitting to the music website/newsletter (need to do it 5 
weeks in advance), Newcom tv advertisement & table flyers 

○ Ticket prices: 
■ Free for students, $5 for non-students 

○ Other considerations: 
■ Recording the number of audience 
■ Question: can we use the Music Dept’s ticket box for our tickets? 

● Vivian will look into it. 
● New CSO Constitution: 

○ PD selection: 
■ Proposed change: PDs nominate a pair (one string player, one non-string 

player) → they give their endorsement to the orchestra → the orchestra 
votes 

● Primary question: will the orchestra just go along with the 
nominated pair without fully considering the options? 

○ Arguments against: this process gives too much power to 
PDs, which makes it difficult for the orchestra to vote for 
non-endorsed pairs 

○ Arguments for: added rigor to the process is necessary 
given the importance of the PD position 

■ Secondary question: what if there is a discrepancy between the 
nominated pair & the orchestra vote? Who should have more weight or 
the final say -- PDs vs. orchestra? 

● Idea 1: for both nominated & voted pairs to shadow for a semester 
● Idea 2 (approval process): PDs make a subset of original 

candidates that they think are qualified and only have them run 
○ Against: too undemocratic & biased 

■ Another consideration: what if one or both PDs run for reelection? 
■ 2 initial options considered: 

● 1) Every nominated candidate can run in the election, but the PDs 
can make a formal nomination out of these candidates during the 
election. The voted pair goes to the executive board for final 
approval. 

● 2) There is an interview process that allows PDs to preemptively 
remove candidates from the election. The executive board doesn’t 
play a role, and the voted pair is the final pair. 

■ 5 final options considered: 
● 1) PDs endorse - all candidates considered in election - elected 

and nominated pairs are considered by exec (voting on 4 people 
as first vote) - 13 - 8 - 6 



 

● 2) PDs endorse - all candidates considered in election - only 
elected candidates initially considered by exec (only voting on 
elected for first, then open to anyone) - 11 - 8 - 10 FINAL 
DECISION 

○ Any of four can be considered if a no vote initially  
● 3) PDs interview and remove candidates - “acceptable” candidates 

in election - vote is final - 5 
● 4) PDs interview and remove candidates - “acceptable” candidates 

in election - exec decides final - 5 
● 5) No endorsement - vote on all - exec makes final -6 

○ Appointed positions: 
■ Currently: Principal Conductor, Chamber Director, Concert Manager 
■ Vote: Principal Conductor & Chamber Director & Concert Manager will 

stay as appointed positions. 
● Austin adjourned the meeting at 6:00 pm. The meeting officially ended at 7:00 pm. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Jenny Lim 
Secretary 
Cavalier Symphony Orchestra 
 
 


